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Annex III 

Technical Specificatoins 

 
1. PARTICULAR REACH 

To carry on with the cleaning of the risers, disconnection, recovery and removal of “THE FSO 
TA’KUNTAH” out to international waters using the commercial practice known as “As is, Where is”, 
“THE PURCHASER” must consider enunciatively but not limited: 

 Detail Engineering sizing the requirements and procedures for each and every single work needed 
to clean the risers, disconnect, recover and remove “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” from its current 
location out to international waters. 

 Elaborate a Detailed Schedule to clean the risers, disconnection and recovery; which must be 
followed and supervised by “THE COMPANY”. 

 According to the technical specifications on engineering and procedure, the quotations and 
procurements of all ships, materials, equipment and specialized human resources required for all 
the works to clean the risers, disconnect, recover and remove “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” from its 
current location out to international waters. 

 Mobilization of all the material and general and specialized equipment to the working site to meet 
the goals set in the present bases.  

 Mobilization and positioning of each and every ship (including tugboats) to the Gulf of Mexico in 
the place indicated by “THE COMPANY”, at the beginning of the works, to carry out the 
Inspection of the vessels by specialized personnel “THE COMPANY”, for the kind and use of 
ships and according to Annex A1 Operating Procedures for Vessel and Naval Artefact inspection 
at Pemex Exploration and Production No. PO-SS-OP-0016-2016. 

 Fulfillment of the Statutory Certifications required, as well as all the requirement from Mexican 
authorities for their stay during the works related to “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH”. 

 The delivery of the technical specifications of the vessels needed during the cleaning of risers, 
disconnect, recover and removal of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” out to international waters.  

 Thir party vessels belonging to “THE PURCHASER” must comply with all the mandatory 
international certifications, third party certifications, MARPOL, SCT-W and related agreements on 
maritime activities, 

 “THE PURCHASER” will carry out all the activities and works require to disconnect and retire 
“THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” out to international waters that may include, at least. 
• Adequations in “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” to carry out the inner cleaning of the risers up to the 

PLEM.  
• Inner cleaning and disconnection of the risers. 
• Recovery of the Risers. 
• Cut and signaling with a beacon the support of the half water arch remaining on the seabed.  
• Embedment of the PLEM. 
• Disconnection, recovery and “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH”  signaling of the chains. 
• Disconnection, and uninstallation of the anchoring system. 
• Cleaning and handling the hazardous waste produced by cleaning and disconnecting.   
• Demobilization of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” to International Waters. 
• Payment of permits to proper authorities. 
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• Comply with PEMEX Regulations (including SSPA), Nationals and Internationals and Good 

Practices. 
 Classification, packing and final disposition of hazardous waste generated on board by vessels 

and “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” during the obligations period mentioned in these bases and after, 
until the removal to international waters. 

 “THE PURCHASER” will be the only one responsible for hiring and keeping valid until “THE FSO 
TA’KUNTAH” is in international waters, the necessary insurance policies to cover the 
responsibility derived from the activities of cleaning the risers, disconnecting and recovering, 
including its own vessels and the auxiliary equipment, experts, work with risks, safety, 
environmental and other compensations required in case of damaging “THE COMPANY”; as well 
as those required by the Maritime Authorities for “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH”, for the underwater 
activities and the removal of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” out to international waters.  

 Elaborate the required impact studies and environmental risks of the location where the cleaning 
of the risers, disconnection, recovery and removal of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” will take place, 
and all the way out to international waters, according to regulations and Annex IV. 

  

 

1.1. DETAILED ENGINEERING OF THE PROJECT  
 

1.1.1. General Requirements  
 
“THE PURCHASER” must develop the Detailed Engineering to carry on with the cleaning of the 
risers, disconnection, recovery and removal of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” out to international waters, 
including the following: 

 Development and adequations to existing infrastructure to install in “THE FSO 
TA’KUNTAH” modifying, implementing and installing the general and specialized 
equipment necessary for the activities related with the cleaning of the risers. 

 Interior Cleaning and preparation for disconnecting the flexible riser pipes from “THE FSO 
TA’KUNTAH” to the PLEM.  

 Recuperation of the risers.  
 Cut and recovery of the Half Water Arch. 
 Cut and arrangements to abandon the chains on the seabed signaling with beacons the 

final destination of the chain. 
 
Suspension of “THE COMPANY’s” terminals offshore operations by maritime authorities in case of 
diverse weather conditions, must be considered: 

 Maximum Winds: 30 knots (55.5 km/h) increasing and coming only from the north.  

 Maximum height of waves: 5’ to 7’ feet with tendency to increase. 

 Waves coming from the north, generated by wind. 

 
“THE PURCHASER” must present all the technical information developed for the adjustments of 
“THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” and the flexible riser pipe, recovering and embedment of the PLEM, and 
the cut and recovery of the half water arch to “THE COMPANY” in order to keep a mutual 
agreement and full knowledge of the activities to be performed, including the following as 
applicable:   
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 List of tools and general and specialized equipment to be used during the activity. 
 List of human resources’ categories that must be used by activity and/or crew. 
 Technical Data papers of the equipment as applicable. 
 Technical Specifications of the equipment and instruments to be installed (if required) in 

“THE FSO TA’KUNTAH”. 
 Isometric of equipment and pipe arrangements for product cleaning supply and inertization 

agent (chemical product, gels, sea water, N2 etc.) as applicable.  
 Isometrics that include list of materials and location of supports for the cleaning of the 

risers.  
 “THE PURCHASER” must perform a Job Safety Analysis (Análisis de seguridad en los 

trabajos or AST) to identify, comprehend and control the potential risks that their 
employees may be exposed to, where “THE PURCHASER´s” workers and PEP personnel 
must participate. Operative Procedure for the Execution of Safety Analysis at Work (PO-
SS-TC-0004-2015). 
 

1.1.1.1. Interior cleaning of the Risers from “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” to the PLEM.  
“THE PURCHASER” must visit the work site and develop the Detailed Engineering 
to carry on with the interior cleaning of the risers of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” not 
exceeding the pressure limit of the reception and discharge of “THE FSO 
TA’KUNTAH” of 2.5 kg/cm2, so, in case of needing a higher pressure he must size 
and make the necessary adjustments to “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” based in the 
applicable regulations and requirements from “THE COMPANY”, determining 
capabilities and operation philosophy.  

The sizing must be defined according to the requirements of the activities, and 
include all equipment, tools, specialized human resources, previous works, 
hydrostatic tests, bombs, oil heating, nitrogen services, cleaning chemicals, storage 
tanks, filters, disinfection system, plumbing, accessories, endure, boards and 
instruments, etc. 

 

1.1.1.2. Disconnection and Recovery of the Risers and the Half Water Arch 
 

“THE PURCHASER” must develop the Detailed Engineering to carry on with the 
disconnection of the two risers according to the regulations, “THE COMPANY’s” 
requirements; determining maneuvers, diving, disconnection capabilities and 
philosophy; as well as support vessels for the disconnection and recovery.  

The disconnection must be defined according to the requirements of the work, 
including all the general and specialized equipment, support vessels, Anchor 
Handling Tug Supply (AHTS) and Diving Support Vessel (DSV), or Inspection-
Maintenance-Repair Vessel with subsea operations (IMR+Subsea), or Offshore and 
Diving Support Vessel (OSV+Diving), or Multi-Purpose Service Vessel for Subsea 
and/or Diving Operations (MPSV+Subsea+Diving Vessel), personnel for dives 
between 50 and 80 meters deep, support equipment for deep diving, immersion bell, 
hyperbaric chamber, specialized tools, instruments for safely disconnecting of the 
risers from the PLEM, and the correct embedded of the PLEM, recovery of the two 
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flexible risers, removal of the flexible risers and half water arch and its recovery, and 
the instalment of beacons to signal the remains on the seabed and the PLEM.  

“THE PURCHASER” must include in its Detailed Engineering the following activities:  

a. Disconnection of the Flexible Risers from the PLEM. 

b. Installation of the blind flanges in the valves of the PLEM and in the risers.  

c. Recovery of the Flexible Risers using support vessels. 

d. Cut of the Half Water Arch. 

e. Recovery of the Half Water Arch using support vessels. 

f. Signaling with beacons the Half Water Arch remaining on the seabed, using support 
vessels and specialized technical personnel in underwater diving. 

g. Management (recollection, transportation, gathering and final destination) of 
hazardous and not hazardous waste from all the activities from this bases and those 
required by maritime authorities until the removal of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” out to 
international waters. 

 
1.2. PROCUREMENT 

 

Besides considering the numeral 21. CLEANING OF THE RISERS, DISCONNECTING, 
RECOVERING AND REMOVAL OF “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” of the present bases, during his 
acquisitions process, “THE PURCHASER”, must consider:  

 
The procurement of specialized equipment for dives between 50 and 80 meters deep, by certified 
personnel in accordance with Petroleos Mexicanos’ regulations, as well as national and 
international regulations, who will participate in the embedment of the PLEM.  
 
“THE PURCHASER” must comply with the procurement of satellite positioning equipment to 
determine the final position of the remains (location of the vessels, location of the PLEM, location 
of initial and final abandonment of the half water arch, anchor chains, etc).  
 
As for the procurement of the vessels, there is no limitation for “THE PURCHASER” to carry out 
the procurement through the acquistion process for all vessels and certified subacuatic 
equipment, clasified and specialized for all works and activities concerning the cleaning of the 
risers, disconnection, recovery and removal of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” out to international 
waters; or through a lease or association as part of a joint venture; however, in all cases, “THE 
PURCHASER”  will be the only one responsable for the integrity of the vessels and the crew, 
along with the Statutory Certificates and the procedures to obtain permits and certificates 
mandatory by environmental, safety and maritime authorities, which must be updated during the 
entire process in order to execute all activities without interruptions. 
 
“THE PURCHASER” must include the procurement of all supplies from each vessel and crew 
(including drinking water, lubricant oil, fuel, food, provisions, etc.) needed for the correct 
development of activities and operations contemplated during the cleaning of the risers, 
disconnection and removal of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” out to international waters. 
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“THE PURCHASER” must carry out the procurement to provide all the materials for the correct 
performance of each activity. 
 
“THE PURCHASER” must demonstrate through his operation procedures and/or manuals the 
corresponding operations homologated with PEMEX regulations, and the completion of statutes, 
laws, codes, standards and national and international procedures, expressing in its proposal that 
the activities may take place, attaching to his proposal the procedure for cleaning the risers, 
disconnecting and recovery, in Spanish.  

 
1.3. MOVILIZATION 

 

“THE PURCHASER” is obliged to present general equipment, bombs, instruments, crew, specialized 
support vessels, equipment and specialized tools, human resources and specialized technicians –
including saturation diving – in the location mentioned by “THE COMPANY”; to such effect, “THE 
GROUND SUPERVISOR” must be informed in written, 15 days prior to the presentation for its 
verification before moving to the work site required by “THE COMPANY” and have all the necessary 
requirements and permits to carry on with the activities.  

The vessels to support “THE PURCHASER” during the activities offshore in the development of the 
activities from the adequations of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” and until the recovery of the risers and 
the embedment of the PLEM, the location and positioning of the vessels in the Gulf of Mexico where 
“THE COMPANY” indicates at the beginning of the activities, notifying “THE GROUND 
SUPERVISOR” in written, 15 days prior.  

The previous requirements are to manage the Vessel Inspection, by specialized personnel of “THE 
COMPANY”, for the specialized support vessels offshore, according to Annex A1. Operating 
Procedures for Vessel and Naval Artefact inspection at Pemex Exploration and Production No. PO-
SS-OP-0016-2016  

In case that “THE PURCHASER” requires installation of an operations base in “THE FSO 
TA’KUNTAH”, it must consider the space that “THE COMPANY” may provide in it; and the transfer 
of material and equipment at own cost up to the Floating Storage and Offloading and to disembark 
the equipment and materials, and the installation of its operations base if necessary. “THE 
COMPANY” may support with the disembark activities without any responsibility to what may occur, 
being “THE PURCHASER” who must respect location designated by “THE COMPANY” and the 
orders of the Captain on board.  

 
1.4. EXECUTION OFFSHORE 

 
1.4.1. Cleaning the interior of the risers from the “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH” to the PLEM 
 
To clean the interior of the risers interconected to the PLEM “THE PURCHASER” must consider 
the instructions in Annex IX “Cleaning Protocol of the 16 Ø Risers from the Turret of the FSO 
Ta’Kuntah to the Pipe Line End Manifold” elaborated by the Subdirección de Producción 
Bloque Aguas Someras AS01, and the instructions in Annex X “PEMEX FSO OPERATIONS & 
MAINTENANCE MANUAL” No. 0946-DR-OI-04. 
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From the previous paragraph, any problem during the procedure caused by the interpretation of 
Annex X, or the translation and interpretation and/or different understanding of them is entire 
responsibility of “THE PURCHASER”.  
 
 
1.4.2. Disconnecting and Recovery of the two Risers and the Half Water Arch 
 
After cleaning the interior of the risers interconnected to the PLEM, the disconnection and 
recovery of the Half Water Arch must include the information described in Annex IX and Annex X, 
at least for the following activities: 
 

a) Inspection of the PLEM in its location ±75 meters deep with a saturation diving 
and/or a certified Remoted Operated Vehicle (ROV); and so “THE PURCHASER” 
must consider that the saturation divers must have applicable certification and 
perform the activities complying with national and international regulations.  

b)  Disconnecting of the two flexible risers with the saturation divers (between 50 and 
80 meters deep) considering the following: 
 Vessels [Diving Suport Vessel (DSV), or Inspection-Maintenance-Repair 

Vessel with subsea operactions (IMR+Subsea), or Offshore and Diving 
Support Vessel (OSV+Diving), or Multi-Purpose Service Vessel for Subsea 
and/or Diving Operations (MPSV+Subsea+Diving Vessel)] to support and 
specialized in underwater jobs, corrective maintenance or repairs based on 
saturation diving.  

 Specialized Divers for the disconnecting of the PLEM and the installation of 
blind flanges to the blocking valves of the PLEM. 

 Technical Divers to support during the development of the maintenance and 
reparation activities with saturation diving, as support, coordination and 
supervision of the maneuvers, activities and works to disconnect and/or the 
flexible lines and the flanges of the PLEM. 

 Support and rescue Divers. 
 Supervisor Diver. 

For the personnel working in the saturation diving, “THE PURCHASER” must 
comply with the previous terms, and demonstrate that the personnel have the 
capacity and necessary training to carry out the work, and has the proper 
credentials for this activity. 

c) Properly seal (bridle) the flexible pipe and the vaults of the PLEM to prevent any 
spill during the recollection of the risers. 

d) Recollection of the two risers through a vessel (as mentioned in b) which must 
contain the equipment, material and human resources to carry out the following:  
 Deployment (hoisting, launching and remote management from the vessel) of 

the ROV certificate for underwater inspection previous to the beginning of the 
recollection activities. 

 Hauled with working cable crane made firm as mentioned in part 1.1.1.2. from 
the vessel to the flexible riser, to recover the risers by placing a safety hook 
from the crane and begin the recollection activities. 

e) Recover the risers with the crane and the winches of the specialized vessels. 
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f) Stowage on board of a specialized vessel the recovered risers, transporting them to 

collect them on board of “THE FSO TA’KUNTAH”. 
g) Remove the two risers from the Half Water Arch located between 35 and 55 meters 

deep; according to the procedure mentioned in part 1.1.1.2. 
h) Disconnection and removal of the two risers from the torrent in “THE FSO 

TA’KUNTAH”. 
i) Cut the Half Water Arch with specialized tools, by specialized divers and supervised 

from a specialized support vessel (as mentioned previously or the someone used 
for the disconnection and recovery of the risers Anchor Handling Tug and Supply 
Vessel AHTS), which must consider the deployment of the work cable to comply 
with point 1.1.1.2. of the present annex, cutting the support of the Half Water Arch 
as described in the Detailed Engineering. 

j) Collect the Half Water Arch up to the specialized vessel using work cables with the 
crane and winche, as mentioned in the procedures 1.1.1.2. 

k) Signaling the remains of the Half Water Arch left on the seabed with a beacon 
installed in the same place as the support section on the seabed, settled firm by a 
specialized diver complying with the requirements previously stated.   

 
 

1.5. NORMS, CODES AND APLICABLE REGULATIONS 
 

All the vessels used during the cleaning of the risers, disconnection and recovery must be 

designed and fabricated accordingly to the agreements, Codes, Regulations, Standards, Norms, 

Guidelines and Procedures indicated here. If any of these documents makes reference to others 

that are not listed here, they will be mandatory. In case the Codes and Standards are 

contradictory, the must strict will be the priority. 

This Codes, Regulations, Standards, Norms, Guidelines and Procedures will be applicable by the 

Maritime Authorities to carry out with the activities and by “THE COMPANY”, even if it is not 

explicitly mentioned that they are mandatory. 

Besides the classification requirements, the vessels must comply with the requirements and the 

updated amendments (until the day of acquisition) of the Codes, Regulations, Standards, Norms, 

Guidelines and Procedures, mentioned bellow: 

 Convenio Internacional sobre Líneas de Carga, última versión; 
 Convenio Internacional para Prevenir la Contaminación por los Buques, Protocolo MARPOL 

y todas las resoluciones vinculadas a éste (MARPOL Anexo IV del Convenio MARPOL 
73/78 Sobre la Prevención de la Contaminación por las Aguas Residuales de los Buques; 
MARPOL Anexo V relativo a la Prevención de la Contaminación por Basura de los Buques; 
MARPOL Anexo VI, Código Técnico Sobre el Óxido de Nitrógeno); 

 MARPOL Anexo 1 Capitulo 8 Resolución MEPC 186(59); 

 Resolución OMI MEPC.139(53); Directrices para la Aplicación de las Prescripciones del 
Anexo I Revisado del MARPOL a las Instalaciones Flotantes de Producción, 
Almacenamiento y Descarga (IFPAD) y las Unidades Flotantes de Almacenamiento (UFA); 
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 Resolución OMI MEPC.142(54); Enmiendas a las Directrices para la Aplicación de las 
Prescripciones del Anexo I Revisado del MARPOL a las Instalaciones Flotantes de 
Producción, Almacenamiento y Descarga (IFPAD) y las Unidades Flotantes de 
Almacenamiento (UFA); 

 Resolución OMI A.446(XI); Revised Specifications for the Design, Operation and Control of 
Crude Oil Washing Systems; 

 Resolución OMI A468 (XII): Código Sobre los Niveles de Ruido a Bordo de los Buques, 
según sea apropiado y aplicable;  

 Resolución OMI A.672(16); Guidelines and Standards for the Removal of Offshore 
Installations and Structures on the Continental Shelf and in the Exclusive Economic Zone; 

 Guía Internacional de Seguridad para Buque Tanques y Terminales Petroleras (ISGOTT)  

 Convenio Internacional Sobre Arqueo de Buques, 1969; 

 Reglamento de Radiocomunicaciones de la Unión Internacional de Telecomunicaciones 
última revisión; 

 Convenio Internacional para la Seguridad de la Vida Humana en el Mar, Protocolo SOLAS 
(Safety of Life at Sea) y sus enmiendas; 

 Reglamento Internacional para Prevenir los Abordajes (COLREG); 

 Convenio Internacional Sobre Líneas de Carga (LL), sus protocolos, modificaciones y última 
versión; 

 Convenio Internacional Sobre Normas de Formación, Titulación y Guardia para la Gente de 
Mar (STCW 95);  

 Convenio Internacional sobre Cooperación, Preparación y Lucha Contra la Contaminación 
por Hidrocarburos, 1990; 

 Reglas de la Sociedad Clasificadora apropiadas para el diseño y construcción de 
embarcaciones (para diseño, construcción y requerimientos de pruebas no destructivas 
generales); 

 Código Internacional para la Protección de los Buques y de las Instalaciones Portuarias 
(PBIP); 

 Código Internacional de Gestión de la Seguridad (IGS o ISM);  

 Ley de Navegación y Comercio Marítimos (Última reforma publicada DOF 19-12-2016); 

 Foro Marítimo Internacional de Compañías Petroleras (OCIMF, Oil Companies International 
Marine Forum). 

 NOM-001-STPS-2008: Edificios, locales, instalaciones y áreas en los centros de trabajo 
Condiciones de seguridad; 

 NOM-002-SCT/2011: Listado de las substancias y materiales peligrosos más usualmente 
transportados; 

 NOM-014-STPS-2000: Exposición laboral a presiones ambientales anormales-Condiciones 
de seguridad e higiene; 

 NFR-311-PEMEX-2013; Limpieza interior de los sistemas de transporte y recolección de 
hidrocarburos por ducto por medio de corridas de diablos; 

 Reglamento para el Transporte Terrestre de Materiales y Residuos Peligrosos de la 
Secretaría de Comunicaciones y Transportes; 

 API-STD-1104: Welding of Pipelines and Related Facilities; 

 DCO-PGI-CR-508: Ejecución de trabajos con riesgos en los sistemas de transporte por 
ducto; 
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 PO-SS-OP-0016-2016: Procedimiento operativo para inspección a embarcaciones y 
artefactos navales en Pemex Exploración y Producción; 

Under no circumstance will the codes and/or international standards or industry will be in conflict 
with national codes, standards, rules and regulations corresponding to the Mexican Authorities. In 
case of conflict or inconsistency between codes or standards, the strictest will prevail.   

Also, “THE PURCHASER”, is obligated to have all the permits and authorization concerning his 

activities and granted by National and International Maritime Authorities as well as with all 

Mexican Authorities, Secretary of the Navy, Port Captaincy and Maritime Affairs Office (Dirección 

General de Capitanías de Puerto y Asuntos Marítimo), Merchant Navy Office (Dirección General 

Adjunta de Marina Mercante) and other offices that regulate the National Maritime Regulations, as 

well as ASEA, SCT, SEMARNAT, PROFEPA, CONAGUA and other governmental institutions that 

may grant permits, licenses, insurances and documents required to carry on with the activities and 

works, mandatory for “THE PURCHASER” and/or its representatives and workers, in order to 

allow the vessels to carry out with “THE COMPANY’s” services in Mexican shores, according to its 

size and services according to the Law of the Sea and Maritime Trade. 

“THE PURCHASER” most comply and make comply with current norms, codes, specifications, 

regulations and guidelines, concerning their activities, vessels and/or services.  


